
Chapter 3
A Musical Tour

__________________________________________________________________
(1) AA 
Pages 28-45
Regional Differences

Study the map (Figure 2.5), and note the regions whose distinctive musical styles are
sampled in CD tracks 3-5 and 8-15. As a small group or individually, speculate and
then check against the text and further readings why such regional styles should have
developed within the relatively smallish country (by square miles) that Bulgaria is.
Note distinctive musical functions, instruments, vocal techniques, textures, and
rhythms.
__________________________________________________________________
(2) AA  
CD Track 9
Shopska Rŭchenitsa, Shop region 

1. Play selection.  Notice that the music of this shopska rŭchenitsa dance moves in a
brisk 2+2+3 (short-short-long) meter.  For guidance on tapping out the meter, listen
for the underlying pulse played by the stringed instruments.  The gaida (bagpipe),
kaval (flute), and gŭdulka play ornamental melodies above the pulse line, sometime
solo and sometimes mostly in unison.

2. Stand and show the meter by stepping the pattern in place:
         R   L   R      L   R   L
         (notes)   /    /     / .     /    /    / .
         2   2   3       2   2   3

__________________________________________________________________



(3) AA 
CD Track 10
Folk instruments on Dajchovo Horo, Thrace

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: gaida (bagpipe), kaval (flute),
gŭdulka (bowed lute), tûpan (drum).  Ask: “Are the pitched instruments playing the
same melody?  Or melody and harmony?” Answer: The same melody.

2. Pat the additive meter of 9 of this dajchovo horo dance, in units of 2+2+2+3.
Listen to the drum, and try this pattern in your lap: left-right, left-right, left-right, left-
right-right.

3. Caution that the music moves rapidly, and the feeling is of a pattern of “ short-
short-short-long” (or “quick-quick-quick-slow”). Try conducting it in four gestures,
and feeling the slight drag on “3” compared to “2”.  Then try this pattern in your lap:
Left    Right     Left     Right      (again with the longer duration on the last beat of the
2 + 2 + 2 + 3 meter).
4. Take the meter to your feet, and step the short-short-short-long pattern, alternating
feet as the hands were alternated in #3 above (again, feel the drag on the fourth step).
Move  “in place” and then “across space”.

5. Find Thrace on the map, and remember this folk band as a significant sound from
this region.

6. Try playing the melody of Dajchovo Horo on flute, recorder, violin, or other
available instruments [see the transcription in Figure 3.5].  Start slowly at first, and
gradually pick up the speed.
__________________________________________________________________
(4) C/U
CD Track 11
Solo gŭdulka, Thrace.

1. Play selection.  Listen for the “home-tone”, called tonic.  The gŭdulka fiddle plays
at a quick pace, repeating some phrases and then moving on to new ones.  But it
continually refers to the tonic, which is the lowest tone of the melody. Can you sing
the tonic?

2. A real challenge is to hear the rŭchenitsa rhythm of 7 beats, 2+2+3.  Try patting,
tapping, clapping the three units.  Warning: You just might get it, so keep trying! 

3.Choose an instrument and play the transcription in Figure 3.7.  It is achievable at a
slow speed, which can be increased with practice.
____________________________________________________________



(5) C/U
CD Track 12
Singer and kaval, slow song, Thrace

1. Play selection.  Ask “What do you hear?”  Answer: Kaval (flute) and singer.  Ask
“Are they performing the same melody?”  Answer: Close!

2. Listen for the singers use of vibrato on her longer notes, the use of glottal stops,
and the manner in which the kaval player appears to be performing alongside the
singer or just behind her, “shadowing” her.

3. Try shadowing someone.  Vocally or with instruments, choose a partner who will
improvise a melody (or play a melody unfamiliar to you), and try to imitate that
melody as close in time as possible to the partner’s performance of it—almost in
unison, or at least in an immediate echo (in pedagogical terms, this is called a
continuous canon, as opposed to an interrupted canon of “me, then you”). The melody
should continue without stopping, so that it can be made clear that the shadowing
requires listening to the next music that is performed even as one is imitating what
has just sounded.
__________________________________________________________________
(6) AA 
CD track 13
Singer and Kaba Gaida, “Slow Song” (or Non-Metrical Song), Rhodope region 

1. Play selection.  Listen for the sung melody, and follow its course by ear across its
five pitches. 

2.   Sing the drone of the kaba gaida (low-pitched gaida).  Notice that the instrument
also plays alongside the vocal melody, sometimes shadowing it, and plays ornate
transitions and interludes as well.

3. Hum or sing the vocal melody softly on “loo”.  

4. Challenge students to notate the melody as they hear it, providing a skeletal
sketch and a sense of longer and shorter durations (although perhaps not of
specific rhythms).

__________________________________________________________________



(7) 7-12, C/U 
CD track 14
Two-part drone singing, Pirin

1. Play selection.  Notice the melody voice and drone voice, paired together to sound
so perfectly in rhythm.  Which one is producing the vocal scoops at the phrase
endings?  Or are both voices scooping together?

2. Follow the notation for the two voices.  Pair with a partner, choose a part, and sing
along.  Then switch parts. [See Figure 3.10]  Also, see Overhead 3.1 for notation,
which can be displayed as an overhead or copied for distribution to students.

3. Compare this drone-singing style with the Shop sound, and note how the Pirin style
is a more consonant shifting between unison and a major third interval while the Shop
sound is the more dissonant sound of seconds between the voices. 
_________________________________________________________________
(8) AA 
CD Track 15
Tamboura, Pirin

1. Play selection.  Ask: “Does the music sound “Middle Eastern”?”  Why? Read text
page 43-44 to tell what happened historically to bring this sound to the Pirin region.
Note that the tamboura is a long-necked plucked lute.

2. Pat on the lap or clap hands to show the very quickly moving meter of seven in two
units: 1 (2-3) 1 (2-3-4).

3. Sing the drone-tone, then add the patting of the  “1’s”  in the two units.  Follow the
transcription in Figure 3.12

4. Recall the pravo horo of CD track 1.  The same stepping pattern can be applied to
this music, moving again on the “1’s” in each of the two units.  

(a) While listening, chant the same dance-words: “Step-step-
step-lift-step-lift” and “Right-left-right-left-left-right”.  

(b) Note that the feeling will have changed in that the first of
every two words will be shorter and quicker than the
second of every two words.  In other words, the feeling will
be three pulses (shorter, quicker) for the first “step” and
four pulses (slightly longer, slower) for the second “step”,
and so on.  The dance steps are the same, but the meter and
feeling have changed.

(c) Move your hands in the space in front of you, placing them
flat in the air from one step to the next while chanting.  

(d) Transfer the movement to the feet.
__________________________________________________________________



(9) E, 7-12 
Page 40
The Pomaks of the Pirin Mountains 

 As an individual project, read about the Pomaks of southwestern Bulgaria, their
Islamic conversion, and their allegiance to the Ottoman Empire (see R. J. Crampton,
1997, A Concise History of Bulgaria, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press). Then
listen again to CD Track 15.
__________________________________________________________________
(10) E, 7-12 
Page 40
The Bagpipe: A Pan-European Instrument? 

Individually or in a small group, research the presence of bagpipes in Europe.  How
do the Highland pipes of Scotland differ from the Bulgarian gaida?  Compare the
gaida to the gaita of Spain and Portugal.  Look for examples of the bagpipes in
Ireland, in Slovakia, and elsewhere.  What happened to the bagpipes in other parts of
western and central Europe? How is it that the instrument seems to have survived
more at the margins than at the center of the European continent?  Look to these
websites for information:  www.bagpipe.com, and  www.rootsworld.com/bagpipes/. 
__________________________________________________________________
(11) AA
Page 41
Invitation to a Bagpiper. 

Invite a bagpipe player (from Bulgaria, or from Scotland, Ireland, or elsewhere) to
class to demonstrate the instrument and talk about how it is constructed and learned.
The websites in the previous activity list bagpipers and local bagpipe organizations.
__________________________________________________________________
(12) AA
Pages 28, 45
Fieldwork 101

Guide students to consider how they might investigate the musical variety that exists
in their community, city, or state.  Ask: “If you were to take visitors on a musical tour
of your area, what would you want to be sure that they experienced?” Allow them to
take that musical tour themselves, and in doing extensive fieldwork, record some of
the musical expressions that are found there.  Suggest that they pause to consider one
particular musical culture that intrigues them, and allow them to pursue intensive
fieldwork in sorting through questions they may wish to ask the music-makers,
spending time with them, discovering why and how they make the music they do.  A
fieldwork project such as this may encompass an entire term’s work, but is also
effectively produced over several weeks.
____________________________________________________________________

http://www.bagpipe.com/
http://www.rootsworld.com/bagpipes/


Overhead 3.1
For CD Track 14: Two-part Drone Singing, Pirin.

Song Text for Denitse (Denitsa)

           

Denitse (Denitsa)

Yo Denitse mori Denitse divoiko          
(The maiden Denitsa.)

Sednali sa mori trideset delee           
(Thirty bold youths were sitting,)

Sednali sa mori kani vino piyat             
(Sitting and drinking pitchers of wine,)

Vino piyat mori oblag se oblagat         
(Drinking wine and taking bets.)

Koi ke mi se mori naem dunaeme         
(Who will take the bet)

Da izmami mori Denitse divoiko            
(To try to attract the maiden Denitsa?)

Nael se e mori Marko kraleviti            
(King Marko took the bet.)


